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Campaign background
SWAP IT to DROP IT, an eight-month social marketing campaign, was designed to deliver monthly nutrition messages in 
different food environments (restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores) to encourage saving 100 calories or more each 
day for weight loss. 

The original campaign was implemented from September 2012 through April 2013 in New Ulm, Minn., a small rural community. 
During the campaign, messages were promoted via billboards, newspaper ads, community events, e-communications, social 
media and point-of-purchase marketing materials at restaurants, grocery stores, local worksites and convenience stores. A casting 
call was conducted and nine community members were chosen to share their stories of how they had personally made SWAPs to 
improve their health. Each month, one person’s story was featured and a new campaign theme was promoted. 

Campaign development
During campaign development, staff conducted two focus groups with New Ulm men and women, 40-60 years old who were 
interested in losing weight to inform the messages of the campaign. Two additional focus groups were conducted in Minneapolis, 
Minn., to determine if similar campaign messages resonated with an urban audience. 

In general, participants liked the simplicity of the campaign message to SWAP 100 calories to lose weight. They described the 
message as “doable.” Participants agreed that the nutrition environment makes healthful decisions difficult; however they felt 
point-of-decision reminders would be helpful in reminding them to make better choices when eating in restaurants or choosing 
foods in convenience or grocery stores.

Simple, appealing visual pictures of the healthier choices were important. It was also important to visually represent one message 
at a time. Different messages work better in different food environments and some SWAPs — for example, a salad in place of 
french fries — were seen as too big of a sacrifice to be realistic. 

Effectiveness
A pre- and post-survey via mail was conducted with a random sample (473 pre-survey respondents and 
451 post-survey respondents) in New Ulm to measure campaign effectiveness. Survey results found that respondents reported 
very high recognition (70 percent) in the community of the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign as well as a high understanding of 
the messages. Perception of availability of healthful foods and ability to identify healthier choices generally increased. 

About the SWAP IT to DROP IT Campaign

FOr

SWAp OUt tHE HIGH FAt tO SAVE CALOrIES 
AND LOSE WEIGHt! 

Try these SWAPs (substitutions):
• SWAp salsa with your chips for cheese sauce.
• SWAp a grilled chicken sandwich for a fried chicken sandwich.
• SWAp steamed veggies for veggies with butter or cheese sauce.
• SWAp broth-based soup for cream-based soup.
• SWAp a multi-grain English muffin with a little jelly for a doughnut.

For online trackers to help you track what you’re eating, visit our website at
www.heartsbeatback.org and click on “Online resources and Apps” under
the “tools” tab.

SWAp It tO DrOp It™ AND WIN!
Enter the SWAp It to DrOp It monthly sweepstakes drawing for a chance
to win a $50 gift certificate at participating restaurants in the Heart of 
New Ulm project’s FoodWorks restaurant program. Look for the tall Heart
of New Ulm ballot box at participating local restaurants for entry forms. 

SWAP ITtoDrOp It
heartsbeatback.org

“reading labels for fat and other nutritional information
is really important for me. I pay attention to BLt – bites,
licks and tastes. You’ve got to keep track of everything

you put in your mouth, as it adds up!”
Sue Hogen, New Ulm

Now that she’s lost 40 pounds and kept it off, Sue says she feels “so
much better.” It’s what keeps her motivated to make good food
choices. She started small, by just losing 5 percent of her body
weight, and built off that success. 

today, her knees no longer hurt, her body doesn’t get so stiff
on car trips, her cholesterol has improved, and she’s able to wear
clothes from her closet that didn’t fit before. She walks the front
nine on the golf course, which she could never do before, and
did her first 5K in 2010. Along with walking five times a week
and working out at Vogel, she’s got the recipe for success! 
Way to SWAp It, Sue!

™

SWAp

SWAP ITtoDrOpIt™

@HeartofNewUlm

/HeartOfNewUlm

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

HONU Newspaper Jan. 2013_1  12/28/12  7:53 PM  Page 1

SWAP

SWAP (substitute)   FOR

Nuts (almonds, pecans, walnuts) Chocolate chips

FOR

Twitter: @heartofnewulm

www.facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm

For more SWAP IT to DROP IT tips each month, visit www.heartsbeatback.org. 
Click on “SWAP IT to DROP IT” under the FoodWorks tab.

SWAP FOR

SWAP FOR

Fiber fills you up so you eat less.

Unbuttered

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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See our infographic 
about the campaign 
on the following page.
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SWAP IT
TO DROP IT 

Hearts Beat Back developed the SWAP IT to DROP IT™ social 
marketing campaign and offered it in the rural Minnesota 
communities of New Ulm (pop. 13,500), Springfield (pop. 2,215) 
and Sleepy Eye (pop. 3,600). The grant-funded campaign 
helped people learn to make healthier SWAPs to lose weight and 
improve their overall health.

WHY WE DID IT

CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES

RESULTS

of adults or more in 
communities were 
overweight or obese

HEARTSBEATBACK

TO LEARN MORE,

VISIT WWW.HEARTSBEATBACK.ORG

SIMPLE VISUAL
MESSAGES
on healthier SWAPs

Creating a world without 
heart disease one 
community at a time

67% 100
FEWER
CALORIES
DAILY

Our population health experts can provide you with real-world 
technical assistance through consultation, strategy development, 
program development guidance, evaluation and presentations.

70% 
recognition of
SWAP IT to  
DROP IT logo

92% 
were confident they could 
make healthier food and 
beverage choices

85% 
swapped unhealthful 
items for healthier items

SUSTAINABILITY
Local health system continued 
funding for dietitian-led tours; local 
grocery store hired part-time dietitian

95% 
OF GROCERY 
STORE TOUR 
PARTICIPANTS IN 
ONE 
COMMUNITY 
WERE REFERRED 
BY CLINICAL 
DIETITIAN

MALES
in particular showed increases in 
perceptions of healthy foods availability 
and ability to identify healthier choices

helps people lose 10 
pounds in a year 

GOOD
DECISIONS IDENTIFICATION

AND PROMOTIONby consumers are 
important for 
heart-healthy eating

of healthier choices 
outside the home 
helps people make 
better selections

-10
LBS.

SWAP      FOR

MASS MEDIA
Newspaper, billboards,
cable TV, social media

PARTNERSHIPS
AND POINT-OF-DECISION
MESSAGES at grocery and 
convenience stores, restaurants, 
local worksites

SUCCESS
STORIES 
featuring local 
people who 
successfully 
made SWAPs

1-HOUR
educational tours led by registered dietitians at grocery stores; 
also experiential food tasting opportunities 

H

About the SWAP IT to DROP IT Campaign



Overview
Consumers are bombarded with more than 3,000 advertising messages a day. Health messages must be simple, resonate with a 
target audience, cut through advertising clutter and inspire action. 

SWAP IT to DROP IT, an eight-month social marketing campaign, is designed to deliver monthly nutrition messages in 
different food environments (restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores) to encourage saving 100 calories or more each 
day for weight loss. 

The campaign combines paid advertising, marketing strategies and partnership efforts to reach consumers where they are 
making food and beverage selections. 

Getting started

 Review and familiarize yourself with all of the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign materials. The eight themes are:
	 	 •		Vegetables	 	 •		Fiber
	 	 •		Portion	size	 	 •		Fats
	 	 •		Beverages	 	 •		Sugar
	 	 •		Fruits	 	 	 •		Convenience
 
 Determine your campaign budget.

 Secure your community food environment partners. Use the 
restaurant, convenience store and grocery store “sell” sheets in this 
toolkit along with sample promotional materials when visiting with 
potential partners. Describe what’s in it for them. Once partners are 
confirmed, ask them to sign the participation agreement. 

 Contact advertising partners to determine rates, free 
advertising/promotion opportunities and publication deadlines.  
For	example,	newspapers	may	offer	you	the	opportunity	to	write	a	
monthly column if you guarantee running an ad once a month for 
eight months. Consider the following potential advertising partners

	 	 •		Local	newspapers
	 	 •		Local	cable	access	company
	 	 •		Billboard	companies
	 	 •		Company	e-newsletter	opportunities

 Customize the materials with your organization’s logo and 
other information as permitted.	Our	SWAP	IT	to	DROP	IT	online	portal	allows	easy	customization	of	the	various	
campaign	materials.	Authorized	users	will	be	provided	with	access	credentials	for	the	portal.

Getting Started with the SWAP IT to DROP IT Campaign

1

2

3

4

5

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®

NOTE: The sample materials in this 
toolkit show a “heart” icon as part of the 
SWAP IT to DROP IT logo. That specific 
icon is associated with The Heart of  
New Ulm Project’s logo. Thus, the heart 
icon shown is not part of the SWAP IT to 
DROP IT logo used on materials offered 
for use by other communities. 

All customizable campaign material 
templates include space for your 
organization’s own logo in addition to 
the SWAP IT to DROP IT logo, and 
also space for you to add your website 
URL, and Facebook and Twitter URLs  
if appplicable.
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Overview
SWAP IT to DROP IT, an eight-month social marketing campaign, is designed to deliver monthly nutrition messages in 
different food environments (restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores) to encourage saving 100 calories (SWAPs)  
or more each day for weight loss. 

The original campaign was implemented September 2012 through April 2013 in New Ulm, Minn., a small rural community.  
Survey results found that respondents to a community survey reported very high recognition (70 percent) in the community 
of the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign as well as a high understanding of the messages. Perception of availability of healthful 
foods and ability to identify healthier choices generally increased. 

Campaign goal
To provide simple actionable point-of-decision SWAP ideas that motivate consumers to select healthier lower-calorie food and 
beverage choices in three food venues: restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores.

Target audience
Adults 40 to 65 years old interested in losing or 
maintaining weight. 

Why participate?
Consumers are bombarded with more than 3,000 
advertising messages a day. Health messages must be 
simple, resonate with a target audience, cut through 
advertising clutter and inspire action.  Consumers are 
looking for health information at the point of purchase. 

Restaurants are critical allies in improving community 
health.	By	participating	in	the	SWAP	IT	to	DROP	IT	
campaign, you are making it easier for your customers 
to make healthier choices without changing anything 
on your menu. You customers will feel like you value 
their health and well-being.

SWAP IT to DROP IT in Restaurants

1

2

3

4

How to participate
Participation is easy.  We only ask that you do the following:

 Sign a participation agreement to show your commitment 
to our eight-month campaign.

 Promote campaign messages through table tents, menu 
inserts and/or flyers. These promotional materials will 
be provided free of charge to your restaurant(s). New 
promotional pieces will be provided to you every month for  
eight months. 

 Keep the promotional materials visible at the point of 
choice all month long during each month of the campaign. 

 Complete a short survey at the end of the campaign.

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute)  FOR

A pile of extra veggies   1/2 the meat or cheese
on your sandwich    on your sandwich

1/2 the space on your plate  1/2 the meat and potatoes
with fruit and vegetables  taking up your entire plate 

A side of non-fried     Fried vegetables
vegetables or baked potato

A vegetable appetizer  A fried appetizer

FOR

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute)  FOR

A pile of extra veggies   1/2 the meat or cheese
on your sandwich    on your sandwich

1/2 the space on your plate  1/2 the meat and potatoes
with fruit and vegetables  taking up your entire plate 

A side of non-fried     Fried vegetables
vegetables or baked potato

A vegetable appetizer  A fried appetizer

FOR

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute)  FOR

A pile of extra veggies   1/2 the meat or cheese
on your sandwich    on your sandwich

1/2 the space on your plate  1/2 the meat and potatoes
with fruit and vegetables  taking up your entire plate 

A side of non-fried     Fried vegetables
vegetables or baked potato

A vegetable appetizer  A fried appetizer

FOR

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute)  FOR

A pile of extra veggies   1/2 the meat or cheese
on your sandwich    on your sandwich

1/2 the space on your plate  1/2 the meat and potatoes
with fruit and vegetables  taking up your entire plate 

A side of non-fried     Fried vegetables
vegetables or baked potato

A vegetable appetizer  A fried appetizer

FOR

Sample menu insert 
or table tent insert
Size: 5x7

Bronze Level — FoodWorks Restaurant Program

507.217.5945
heartsbeatback.org

We’re making it easy for you to 
eat well while eating out!

We offer:
n   At least one vegetable side dish
n   One or more reduced-size portion entrées
n    Fat-free or 1% milk
n    Baked chips, if chips are offered
n    A fat-free or low-fat salad dressing
n    A healthy side option and beverage with any kids’ meal

Ask your server for details. For more information, visit 
heartsbeatback.org and click on “Restaurant Program” 
under “FoodWorks.” 

Bronze Level — FoodWorks Restaurant Program

507.217.5945
heartsbeatback.org

We’re making it easy for you to 
eat well while eating out!

We offer:
n   At least one vegetable side dish
n   One or more reduced-size portion entrées
n    Fat-free or 1% milk
n    Baked chips, if chips are offered
n    A fat-free or low-fat salad dressing
n    A healthy side option and beverage with any kids’ meal

Ask your server for details. For more information, visit 
heartsbeatback.org and click on “Restaurant Program” 
under “FoodWorks.” 

Bronze Level — FoodWorks Restaurant Program

507.217.5945
heartsbeatback.org

We’re making it easy for you to 
eat well while eating out!

We offer:
n   At least one vegetable side dish
n   One or more reduced-size portion entrées
n    Fat-free or 1% milk
n    Baked chips, if chips are offered
n    A fat-free or low-fat salad dressing
n    A healthy side option and beverage with any kids’ meal

Ask your server for details. For more information, visit 
heartsbeatback.org and click on “Restaurant Program” 
under “FoodWorks.” 
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Finished table tents are 4 x 16 when trimmed; score at 2” from bottom edge and 2” from top edge and at 
8” middle mark (scoring at 2” from edges creates “base” to stand up when folded)
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SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM
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Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM
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Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute) FOR
Small soda Large soda

Splitting an entrée Eating a whole entrée
with your dining companion by yourself

Reduced-size entrée Regular-size entrée
(ask your server for options)

  

SWAP FOR

Sharing your dessert with others Eating the entire dessert yourself

FOR

Small french fries Large french fries

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute) FOR
Small soda Large soda

Splitting an entrée Eating a whole entrée
with your dining companion by yourself

Reduced-size entrée Regular-size entrée
(ask your server for options)

  

SWAP FOR

Sharing your dessert with others Eating the entire dessert yourself

FOR

Small french fries Large french fries

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute) FOR
Small soda Large soda

Splitting an entrée Eating a whole entrée
with your dining companion by yourself

Reduced-size entrée Regular-size entrée
(ask your server for options)

  

SWAP FOR

Sharing your dessert with others Eating the entire dessert yourself

FOR

Small french fries Large french fries

Sample folding table tent 
(two-sided)
Size: 4x8

SWAP IT to DROP IT in Restaurants
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Agreement shown 
here for reference 
only. Use separate 
Word document 
for	customizing	
agreements.

SWAP IT to DROP IT in Restaurants

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

	  

Restaurant Participation Agreement 
Please place a check in the box for the areas your restaurant can commit to doing in collaboration 
with <insert community>. <insert community> and Restaurant are both committed to improving the 
food environment of the community during the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign from <month year 
through month year>: 

<insert community> Agrees To: Participating Restaurant Agrees To: 

☐ Participate in campaign kick-off event.	  

1. Develop messaging and signage for 
kick-off event 

1. Host cooking demo during event  
And/or 

2. Provide food samples during event. 

☐ Put up signage change every month during SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign. 

1. Offer campaign menu inserts, table tents 
and/or flyers. 

2. Offer standardized onsite campaign 
signage at no charge. 

1. Provide number of promotional materials 
needed in restaurant: 
___ number of table tents needed 
___ number of menu inserts needed 
___ number of flyers needed 

2. Ensure signage is placed and remains at 
point of choice during the entire eight-month 
campaign. 

☐ Participate in campaign promotion. 

1. Promote participating restaurants a 
minimum of one time per month. 

2. Provide one free in-service session per 
restaurant to train staff on campaign and 
restaurant agreement. 

1. Allow <insert community> staff to conduct 
in-service at an agreed-upon date and time. 

2. Promote campaign to patrons throughout 
the eight-month duration.  
 

☐ Participate in campaign wrap-up event. 

1. Provide healthy recipes and other 
consumer incentives.  

2. Develop messaging and signage for 
event. 

1. Host cooking demo during event  
And/or 

2. Provide food samples during event. 

	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

	  

	  

	    ______________________Restaurant commits to doing the checked items above as described 
in this agreement during the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign, which runs <month year> through 
<month year>. 

 
 Accepted and agreed to on this _____day of___________, 201<>. 
 
 Community                     Restaurant 
 By:_______________________________    By:_________________________________ 
 Printed Name:______________________    Printed Name:________________________ 
 Title:_____________________________    Title: _______________________________ 

7



Overview
SWAP IT to DROP IT, an eight-month social marketing campaign, is designed to deliver monthly nutrition messages in 
different food environments (restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores) to encourage saving 100 calories (SWAPs)  
or more each day for weight loss. 

The original campaign was implemented September 2012 through April 2013 in New Ulm, Minn., a small rural community.  
Survey results found that respondents to a community survey reported very high recognition (70 percent) in the community 
of the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign as well as a high understanding of the messages. Perception of availability of healthful 
foods and ability to identify healthier choices generally increased. 

Campaign goal
To provide simple actionable point-of-decision SWAP ideas that motivate consumers to select healthier lower-calorie food and 
beverage choices in three food venues: restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores.

Target audience
Adults 40 to 65 years old interested in losing or 
maintaining weight. 

Why participate?
Consumers are bombarded with more than 3,000 
advertising messages a day. Health messages must be 
simple, resonate with a target audience, cut through 
advertising clutter and inspire action.  Consumers are 
looking for health information at the point of purchase. 

Grocery stores are critical allies in improving 
community health. Store interventions can provide 
opportunities to increase access and selection of 
healthy	food	and	beverages.	By	participating	in	the	
SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign, you are making it 
easier for your customers to make healthier choices 
without changing your store offerings. Your customers 
will feel like you value their health and well-being.

SWAP IT to DROP IT in Grocery Stores

1

2

3

4

How to participate
Participation is easy.  We only ask that you do the following:

 Pick and choose the in-store campaign promotional 
opportunities described in the participation agreement that 
your store can participate in.

 Sign a participation agreement to show your commitment 
to our eight-month campaign.

 Promote campaign messages through floor decals, hanging 
three-sided posters, point-of-choice cooler clings, healthful 
recipes, tip sheets and/or flyers. These promotional 
materials will be provided free of charge to your store(s). 
New promotional pieces will be provided to you throughout 
the eight months of the campaign. 

 Keep the promotional materials visible at the point of 
choice all month long during each month of the campaign. 

 
 Host a monthly (or as agreed) food demo and/or grocery 

store tour to promote SWAP-ing while offering your 
consumers a very personal experience.

 Complete a short survey at the end of the campaign.

5

6

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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Sample “iron man” sign insert 
Size: 22x28

SWAP IT to DROP IT in Grocery Stores

Twitter: @heartofnewulm

www.facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm

For more SWAP IT to DROP IT tips each month, visit www.heartsbeatback.org. 
Click on “SWAP IT to DROP IT” under the FoodWorks tab.

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP

SWAP

SWAP FOR

SWAP FOR

FOR

FOR

Sample floor cling 
(3M decal with slip-proof overlaminate available from certain vendor)
Size: 24x16

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

Skim
Whole 
chocolate

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP FOR

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Sample cooler door cling 
Size: 5x7

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

Facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm                    Twitter: @heartofnewulm

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

SWAP

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP (substitute)   FOR

Water      Sports drink
Cinnamon raisin bread   Doughnut
100% frozen fruit bar   Ice cream with strawberry sauce

FOR

     Fresh peach      1 cup of canned peaches in heavy syrup

SWAP FOR

          Bowl of oatmeal with fruit                      Bowl of sugary cereal
(You’ll stay full longer when you eat whole grains!)

Sample tips sheet 
Size: 8.5x11

Sample banner 
Size: 2x6, 2x3

Look for store tours, cooking demos, tips, recipes and more!
9
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Sample insert for the sign holders 
that some stores have affixed to 
grocery carts 
Size: 7x11

Twitter: @heartofnewulm

www.facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm

For more SWAP IT to DROP IT tips each month, visit www.heartsbeatback.org. 
Click on “SWAP IT to DROP IT” under the FoodWorks tab.

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP

SWAP

SWAP FOR

SWAP FOR

FOR

FOR



SWAP IT to DROP IT in Grocery Stores

Agreement shown 
here and on 
following page 
for reference only. 
Use separate 
Word document 
for	customizing	
agreements.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  

Grocery Store Participation Agreement 
Please place a check in the box for the areas your store can commit to doing in collaboration with 
<insert community>. <insert community> and Grocery Store are both committed to improving the 
food environment of the community during the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign from <month year 
through month year>: 

<insert community> Agrees To: Participating Store Agrees To: 

☐ Participate in campaign kick-off event. 

1. Provide healthy recipes and reusable 
grocery totes for consumer incentives. 

2. Develop messaging and signage for kick-
off event. 

3. Provide on-site cooking demonstrations. 

1. Donate food items and coupons for kick-off 
event. 

2. Print signage for kick-off. 
3. Host cooking demo during event. 

☐ Put up signage change every month during SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign. 

1. Offer campaign signs, banners and posters. 
2. Offer artwork for standardized onsite 

campaign signage. 

1. Print signs, banners and posters. 
2. Keep signs, banners and posters in an 

agreed-upon location in the store. 
 

☐ Host store tours focusing on monthly themes <insert agreed upon #> times each month 
during the campaign. 

• 1 adult-focused 
• 1 family-focused (includes kids) 

1. Provide dietitian to conduct tours. 
2. Promote tours through e-communications, 

social media and website. 
3. Accept pre-registrations for store tours. 
4. Evaluate tours. 
5. Provide evaluation data to stores. 

1. Allow dietitian to conduct store tours at an 
agreed-upon date and time. 

2. Promote tours as appropriate. 
 

☐ Host cooking demos focusing on monthly campaign theme twice a month. 

1. Provide dietitian to conduct cooking 
demos. 

2. Promote demos in e-communications, on 
website and through social media channels. 
 

1. Provide space and equipment for demos. 
2. Promote demos. 
3. Provide food for demo and consumer 

sampling. 
4. Provide coupons for food products (one or 

more) featured in demo (optional). 

10



SWAP IT to DROP IT in Grocery Stores

Agreement shown 
here and on previous 
page for reference 
only. Use separate 
Word document 
for	customizing	
agreements.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  

<insert community> Agrees To:	   Participating Store Agrees To: 

☐ Feature recipes of the month in an end-cap display or other agreed-upon display. 

1. Provide recipes to use as featured 
recipes. 

2. Print recipes. 
3. Provide recipes to store for displays. 
4. Promote featured recipes in e-

communications.  

1. Stock recipes in agreed-upon locations 
throughout the store. 

2. Stock dry ingredients in close vicinity to 
recipes. 

3. Promote featured recipes each month. 

☐ Provide one or more healthy deli items. 

1. Analyze deli recipes. 
2. Assess recipes for heart healthy criteria. 
3. Design signage for healthy deli items. 
4. Promote healthy deli items in e-

communications and through social media 
channels. 

1. Provide recipes and/or nutritional 
analysis information of current deli items. 

2. Display and keep up point-of-purchase 
deli signage. 

☐ Provide healthy food and beverages at offsite store-sponsored events as determined 
between <insert community> and store. 

1. Provide healthy recipes for food if 
needed. 

2. Analyze recipes. 
3. Provide dietitian consultation for healthy 

food selection. 

1. Provide healthy foods items at offsite 
events such as tailgates before high 
school sporting events. 

☐ Participate in campaign promotion. 

1. Promote participating store a minimum 
of one time per month. 

2. Provide one free in-service session per 
restaurant to train staff on campaign and 
store agreement. 

1. Allow <insert community> staff to 
conduct in-service at an agreed-upon 
date and time. 

2. Promote campaign to patrons 
throughout the eight-month duration.  
 

☐ Participate in campaign wrap-up event.  

1. Provide healthy recipes and other 
consumer incentives. 

2. Develop messaging and signage for 
kick-off event. 

3. Provide on-site cooking 
demonstrations.  

1. Donate food items and coupons for kick-
off event. 

2. Print signage for kick-off. 
3. Host cooking demo during event. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  

	   	  ______________________Store	  commits	  to	  doing	  the	  checked	  items	  above	  as	  described	  in	  this	  
agreement	  during	  the	  SWAP	  IT	  to	  DROP	  IT	  campaign,	  which	  runs	  <month	  year>	  through	  <month	  year>.	  

	  

	   Accepted	  and	  agreed	  to	  on	  this	  _____day	  of___________,	  201<>.	  

	  

	   Community	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Grocery	  Store	  

	   By:__________________________________	   	   	   	   By:____________________________________	  

	   Printed	  Name:_________________________	   	   	   	   Printed	  Name:___________________________	  

	   Title:________________________________	  	   	   	   	   Title:	  __________________________________	  
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Overview
SWAP IT to DROP IT, an eight-month social marketing campaign, is designed to deliver monthly nutrition messages in 
different food environments (restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores) to encourage saving 100 calories (SWAPs)  
or more each day for weight loss. 

The original campaign was implemented September 2012 through April 2013 in New Ulm, Minn., a small rural community.  
Survey results found that respondents to a community survey reported very high recognition (70 percent) in the community 
of the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign as well as a high understanding of the messages. Perception of availability of healthful 
foods and ability to identify healthier choices generally increased. 

Campaign goal
To provide simple actionable point-of-decision SWAP ideas that motivate consumers to select healthier lower-calorie food and 
beverage choices in three food venues: restaurants, convenience stores and grocery stores.

Target audience
Adults 40 to 65 years old interested in losing or 
maintaining weight. 

Why participate?
Consumers are bombarded with more than 3,000 
advertising messages a day. Health messages must be 
simple, resonate with a target audience, cut through 
advertising clutter and inspire action.  Consumers are 
looking for health information at the point of purchase. 

Convenience stores are critical allies in improving 
community	health.	By	participating	in	the	SWAP	IT	to	
DROP IT Campaign, you are making it easier for your 
customers to make healthier choices without changing 
any store offerings. Your customers will feel like you 
value their health and well-being.

SWAP IT to DROP IT in Convenience Stores

1

2

3

4

How to participate
Participation is easy.  We only ask that you do the following:

 Sign a participation agreement to show your commitment 
to our eight-month campaign.

 Promote campaign messages through floor decals, hanging 
three-sided posters, point-of-choice cooler clings and/or 
flyers. These promotional materials will be provided free 
of charge to your store(s). New promotional pieces will 
be provided to you throughout the eight months of the 
campaign. 

 Keep the promotional materials visible at the point of 
choice all month long during each month of the campaign. 

 Complete a short survey at the end of the campaign.

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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SWAP IT to DROP IT in Convenience Stores

Sample floor clings
(3M decal with slip-proof overlaminate available from certain vendor)
Size: 24x16 Sample cooler door clings 

Size: 5x7
Also 8.5 x 11 signs for 
posting on tables, bulletin 
boards, etc.

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

12 oz. 20 oz.

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP FOR

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

SWAP ITtoDROP ITTM

Black 
coffee

Coffee with 
cream and 

sugar

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP FOR

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health
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SWAP IT to DROP IT in Convenience Stores

Agreement shown 
here for reference 
only. Use separate 
Word document 
for	customizing	
agreements.

 
 
 
 
 
 

	  

Convenience Store Participation Agreement 
Please place a check in the box for the areas your store can commit to doing in collaboration with 
<insert community>. <insert community> and Grocery Store are both committed to improving the 
food environment of the community during the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign from <month year 
through month year>: 

<insert community> Agrees To: Participating Store Agrees To: 

☐ Participate in campaign kick-off event. 

1. Provide healthy recipes. 
2. Develop messaging and signage for kick-off 

event. 
3. Print signage for kick-off. 

1. Donate food items and coupons for 
kick-off event. 

2. Host food tasting demo during event. 

☐ Put up signage change every month during SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign. 

1. Create campaign cooler clings, posters, floor 
decals and/or flyers. 

2. Offer standardized campaign signage.  
3. Print signs, banners and posters. 

1. Keep cooler clings, posters, floor 
decals and flyers in an agreed-upon 
location in the store throughout the 
duration of the campaign. 

☐ Participate in campaign promotion. 

1. Promote participating stores a minimum of 
one time per month. 

2. Provide one free in-service session per 
store to train staff on campaign and store 
agreement. 

1. Allow <insert community> staff to 
conduct in-service at an agreed-upon 
date and time. 

2. Promote campaign to patrons 
throughout the eight-month duration.  

☐ Provide healthy food and beverages at offsite campaign-sponsored events as 
determined between community and store. 

1. Provide healthy recipes for food if needed. 
2. Analyze recipes. 
3. Provide dietitian consultation for healthful 

food selection if needed. 

1. Provide healthy foods items at 
offsite events. 

☐ Participate in campaign wrap-up event. 

1. Provide healthy recipes and other 
consumer incentives.  

2. Develop messaging and signage for kick-off 
event. 

3. Print signage for event. 

1. Donate food items and coupons for 
kick-off event. 

2. Host food tasting demo during event. 

	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
	  

	   	  

 ______________________Store commits to doing the checked items above as described in this 
agreement during the SWAP IT to DROP IT campaign, which runs <month year> through 
<month year>. 

 
 Accepted and agreed to on this _____day of___________, 201<>. 

	  

	   Community                     Grocery Store 
 By:_______________________________    By:_________________________________ 
 Printed Name:______________________    Printed Name:________________________ 
 Title:_____________________________    Title: _______________________________ 
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SWAP IT to DROP IT General Advertising Materials

TACKLE THAT ENERGY DROP WITH A SWAP
Hungry? Swap a 20-oz. soda with an 8-oz. carton of low-fat or fat-
free milk for more energy and to stay full longer. 

Or, instead of a glass of orange juice, grab a whole orange to eat –
you’ll feel fuller and less tempted to eat more later.

For more tips, visit www.heartsbeatback.org.

LEARN HOW TO SWAP IT TO DROP ITTM

Join Rebecca Fliszar, RD, from “What’s Cooking New Ulm?” at the 
Cash Wise Foods and Hy-Vee grocery stores to learn how to make
tasty and satisfying beverages. 
Saturday, September 15
8:30 – 9:30 a.m.: Hy-Vee, 2015 S. Broadway 
10:00 – 11:00 a.m.: Cash Wise Foods, 1220 Westridge Rd. 
Enter a drawing to win a $50 grocery store gift certificate!

SWAP ITtoDROP IT
heartsbeatback.org

“I’ve swapped a lot of di�erent things out when it
comes to eating, but one of my biggest changes has
been drinking more water. I haven’t had a pop for
probably two years. Drinking plain water helps me

avoid those constant cravings for sweets.” 
Kim Schlumpberger, New Ulm

Like most everyone, Kim does still have those occasional
cravings for sweets. But she says it’s not like it used to be,

when she admits she was always looking for sugar. 
Thanks to healthy SWAPs such as drinking more 

water, along with working out to build up her core and
muscle tone, she’s lost 30 pounds since Nov. 2011.

She’s at her goal weight and maintaining it –
way to SWAP IT to DROP IT, Kim!

™

SWAP FOR

Save 100 calories a day, drop 10 pounds a year.

SWAP ITtoDROPIT™

@HeartofNewUlm

facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm

© 2012 Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation and Allina Health

HONU Newspaper SEPT. 2012_Final  8/24/12  2:05 PM  Page 1

SWAP IT to DROP IT is a health campaign from The Heart of Brown County Project, a grant-funded 
initiative coordinated by the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation, Allina Health and Brown County 
Public Health. For more information, visit www.heartsbeatback.org and choose “SWAP IT to DROP IT” 
under the “Brown County” menu tab.

Convenience stores:
Expressway, 11 E. Rock St., Springfield
Fuel Max, 221 W. Rock St., Springfield 
Caseys, 500 Main St. E., Sleepy Eye
Cenex, 509 Main St. W., Sleepy Eye
Freedom, 400 Main St. W., Sleepy Eye

Grocery stores:
Tauer’s Grocery and Gas, 101 W. Central, 
Springfield

 
 

 

 900 Main St. W.,  
Sleepy Eye

Look for tips on making SWAPs  
at these participating stores: Twitter.com/heartofnewulmwww.facebook.com/HeartOfNewUlm

Fiber fills you up so you eat less.

Sample newspaper ad
Size: 5x7

Sample ad for Community Access 
Cable Channel
Size: 8.5x11

Sample news releases and articles

Sample artwork for billboard

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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SWAP IT to DROP IT Themes

Fruit

Fiber

Convenience

Fats

Vegetables

Sugar

Portion sizes

Beverages

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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SWAP IT to DROP IT Terminology Guidelines

Name: 
SWAP IT to DROP IT
•		All	letters	in	all	caps	except	for	the	“to”
•		Use	™	after	first	reference	in	a	publication

Verb use: 
SWAP-ing

Past tense: 
SWAP-ed

Plural: 
SWAPs

(all letters that follow the SWAP are lowercase)

Phrasing:

To keep the campaign message clear, always be consistent in how your phrase the SWAP examples. 

When phrasing SWAPs, always be sure to put the healthier option first. 

We are telling people to SWAP (read “substitute”) the healthier item in place of the less-healthful option. Examples:

•		SWAP	a	slice	of	veggie	pizza	for	a	slice	of	meat	pizza,	etc.

•		SWAP	water	for	cola.

If you are using multiple sentences or it just seems too awkward to phrase something this way, feel free to rephrase using 
“instead” to be clearer.

Example:
Do you find yourself grabbing an energy drink for a morning or late afternoon pick-me-up? Next time try a 15-minute walk 
instead. You’ll feel better and save over 100 calories with the SWAP.

SWAP ITtoDROP IT®
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